Truck-Mounted Jetting & Vacuum systems

Operating from a nationwide network of branches & depots, San Diele manufactures and distributes a comprehensive range of equipment designed to unblock drains and pipes. We have a wealth of experience in providing solutions including jetting and drainage services to all 11 provinces throughout Africa. In particular, San Diele have established a formidable reputation as a key supplier of truck mounted jetters and drills.

www.sandiele.co.za
Built to suit Customer Requirements

Over the course of 50 years, le Dickie has conducted extensive research and developments in the field of Truck Mounted, Delining and Vacuum Systems. We now confidently offer a variety of options to meet our client’s needs. Both locally and internationally. Our Sandwich, Delining and Vacuum systems offer high pressure water and high volume vacuum capability utilizing expensive water and vacuum only which can be used to your particular requirements and measured to the truck demands of your client.

www.le-dickie.co.uk
Method of Operation

The Ian Dickie Combination Jointing/Vacuum machines are able to join pipes indoors using the relevant nozzle or chain fall to clear the joint and remove the debris back to the manhole. The High Volume Vacuum flows high and stores the debris in the vacuum sludge tank until full. Draining the sludge flow via hose to the discharge pipe and discharges the load.

Ian Dickie also built dedicated Vacuum Trucks Ian-T4H which are used extensively throughout Southern Australia to clean sewers, curbs, Septic tanks and portable or municipal toilets.

www.iandickie.co.uk
Jet Cleaner Accessories

In our experience probably the most important aspect of the jet cleaner is effectiveness are the accessories, and in this field the accessories are highly regarded.

We carry a full range of high quality accessories, including: Thermo+nozzles, anti-clog nozzles, highly effective revolving nozzles, revolving churn flaps for root or stone build up as well as polishing wooden and drill heads for even more difficult blockages.

www.ton-dichte.co.za